Here are some key points on the controls for the CRV Gym
baskets/curtains:
•

•
•

the little light on the top right of the number keypad must be red before you
enter the "4321" code to start doing anything. If it isn't red, or as it seems
touchy, turns orange during a sequence you are trying to do, push the "9" to
reset or like backspace. When the light is red again, start over with 4321.
I would only try to follow the "operate single device" directions for the keypad even the gym teacher couldn't get the "groups/pairs" sequence to work!
So, it's kind of like this for the keypad:

•
o

Red light on, enter 4321 & light turns green

o

o

Baskets down from ceiling:
§ push the basket's number, such as 12 or 05
§ push "backstop" button
§ hold down the "lower" button until done (or "raise" to put them
back up)
Baskets lowered or raised to a certain height (heights are posted on one
side of each basket post):
§ push the basket's number
§ push "AAG" button
§ hold the "lower" or "raise" button, to get the height you want

o
o

•
•
•
•

Curtains:
§ push the curtain's number (01, 02, or 03)
§ push "curtain" button
§ hold down "lower" or "raise"
It appears that you can do one basket/function at a time, you need to go back to
start at the 4321 step for each one.
These devices will automatically stop when they reach the top or bottom, so
that's nice you don't have to worry about hurting anything.
It is helpful if you have 2 people when the curtains are down to yell over when
the baskets are at the right height, etc.
Remember the "9" is the back or reset button! It times out quickly if you don't
get your sequence entered right away.

Click here for diagram of basket/curtain numbers.

